This is a proposal for a Fresnel lens with an electrically tunable binary-phase made of polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC), which has relatively fast response time and low applied voltage. Simple fabrication is the major advantage of the proposed method. In this study, NOA65 and E7 were utilized with weight ratios of 60 wt.%: 40 wt.%. There was also the utilization of a relatively low intensity UV-light, 0.53 mW/cm 2 . The duration time of exposure was about 30 hours. The performance improvement of the Fresnel lens resulted from the infiltration of large LC droplet into the PDLC film. The phenomenon of black cross strip patterns could be explained with the use of the electro-hydrodynamics theory. The diffraction efficiency of the proposed lens was from 31.1 % to 41 % with the changes of externally applied voltage. This work presents an effective approach to get relatively complete phase separation in PDLC. The proposed method also provides great potential in developing high performance Fresnel lens.
INTRODUCTION


Fresnel lenses have been studied for many years and are widely applied in many fields, such as optical communication, optical information processing, image processing, and space navigation [1 -8] . Both static and tunable Fresnel lenses have been reported in the past years [9, 10] . Conventional Fresnel lenses are fabricated by some complicated technologies. The primary fabricated methods are respectively electron-beam writing and thin film deposition. However, those mainstream methods cause some disadvantages, such as non-adjustable focal lengths, expensive costs, and complicated fabrication. There is a great need for developing adjustable optical elements and a more cost efficient and simplified fabrication method. Liquid crystal (LC) is a remarkable electro-optical material, which has already been widely utilized in fabricating different variable optical devices. With the use of LC, those optical devices could be conveniently tunable by the externally applied voltage. The advantage of adopting LC material is being researched in regards to its use with Fresnel lenses [11] .
A binary-phase Fresnel lens is a special one among different kinds of Fresnel lenses. Generally, it could be fabricated by an electron beam lithography method. However, the adopted method is normally expensive and complicated. Usually, LC material is utilized in order to solve those above mentioned problems. With the use of LC, there are some ordinary techniques for fabricating binary-phase Fresnel lenses. The method of electron beam lithography is utilized to form a zone plate on the indiumtin-oxide (ITO) electrode [12] . Another technique requires the making of two neighbouring zones with orthogonal LC directors [13] . Thus, those proposed methods are still complicated and expensive. This paper proposes a relatively simple method to fabricate the binary-phase Fresnel lens.
A relatively simple method is proposed in this study based on improvements of the conventional method of UV-light irradiating an optical photo-mask with zone plate patterns. In this method, both LCs and UV-monomers are adopted. The major improvement of the proposed method is to apply a relatively low intensity UV-light. The intensity of UV-light is so low that LCs and UV-monomers could have a relatively complete phase separation. Under the UV-light intensity, the relatively large LC droplets are allowed to infiltrate the PDLC film. The features of the binary-phase Fresnel lens would be quite different due to the fact that the LC droplets are larger than the ones made by the conventional method. As is well known, the bigger LC droplets would have faster response time and lower applied voltage than the smaller LC droplets at the same conditions. The refractive index of LC can be changed through the use of an externally applied voltage. An externally applied voltage would also provide variation in the diffraction efficiency and focusing features of the proposed lens. Another advantage of the proposed method is the singular irradiation time, which is less than the conventional method. The present work leads to an effectively approach to get relatively complete phase separation in PDLC and also represents the advantages of adopting the proposed method.
In this paper, the second section presents the fabrication workflow of the proposed Fresnel lens. The third section shows some experimental results, which are used to prove the features of the Fresnel lens and discuss some of its classic, electro-optical features. The last section is the conclusion of the proposed Fresnel lens.
FABRICATION
Respectively, material preparation, empty cell fabrication, material filling, and UV-light irradiation are the basic fabrication steps of the binary-phase Fresnel lens with polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC). When fabricating the Fresnel lens, the most important step is to acquire PDLC. In this study, the weight ratios between LCs (from Merck Co., E7, no = 1.5216, ne = 1.7462, n = 0.2246) and UV-monomers (NOA 65, np = 1.524 @25 °C) are 60 wt.%: 40 wt.%. Different weight percentages were measured with a precision electronic scale and then poured into a brown bottle and processed in a dark room. Originally, the two materials were mixed by an ultrasonic shaker. However, in order to acquire a uniform mixture, the gyrotron shaker was subsequently utilized. In order to fabricate the empty cell, two indium-tin-oxide (ITO) glass substrates sandwiched with 14 μm spacers were utilized. Through gravity and capillary effects, the mixture was poured into an empty cell. The gaps of the empty cell were sealed by AB glues. Then, the cell was placed in UV light with an optical photo-mask of Fresnel zone plate. The more specific details about the optical photo-mask are given in the later sections. The intensity of UV light was chosen as 0.53 mW/cm 2 , which was a relatively low light intensity compared to the conventional method. In order to achieve completion of the phase separation between LCs and UVmonomers, the speed under this condition is required to be slow. Thereafter, the relatively large LC droplets could be obtained, as proven by later experiments. The duration of exposure was about 30 hours with a singular irradiation time, which is less than one in the normal method. After that, the sample could be acquired. The schematic figure of fabricating method is shown in Fig. 1 . It shows that the presented method is relatively simple. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experiments in this section will prove the cost effective and efficient qualities of the proposed Fresnel lens. The design principle is firstly presented, then followed by the major features. Fig. 2 demonstrates an experimental setup for measuring the classic, optical features of the proposed Fresnel lens. The sample was set on an optical displacement platform. He-Ne laser, 633nm, was utilized to illuminate this sample. The transmitted light was collected by a CCD (3 mega pixel). The detected data was analyzed by a computer.
Fig. 2. Experimental setup
At first, the optical photo-mask of a Fresnel zone plate is the key point of the design of binary-phase Fresnel lenses. The Fresnel zone plate is an optical device used to focus light exhibiting wave character. However, unlike glass lenses, the Fresnel zone plate uses diffraction instead of refraction or reflection. Based on analysis by Fresnel, the Fresnel zone plate's focusing ability is an extension of the Arago spot phenomenon. This phenomenon was caused by diffraction from an opaque disc. The Fresnel zone plate consists of a set of radially symmetric rings, known as Fresnel zones, which alternate between opaque and transparent. Light transmitting through the Fresnel zone plate will diffract around the opaque zones. The zones can be spaced and the light constructively diffracted, so that it interferes at the desired focus and creates an image. The radius of the Fresnel zone plate is about
where n is the zone number, Rn is the radius of the n th zone, and R1 is the radius of the innermost radius. R1 is chosen as 2 mm in this work. The even, concentric, circular region, which is originally covered, is designed to be a penetration structure of a phase difference with an adjacent, odd, concentric circle. The concentric circles are all transparent when the phase difference is π. The above mentioned structure parameters could be the design of the optical photo-mask of the Fresnel zone plate [11] . Second, the internal morphology of the Fresnel lens is a vital component to the advantages of the proposed lens. The principle of structural formation in binary-phase Fresnel lenses lies in phase separation of PDLC. This experiment will discuss the phase separation between LCs and UVmonomers and its influencing factors. As above mentioned, the PDLC was made up of E7 60 wt.% and NOA65 40 wt.%. The mixture was processed respectively by an ultrasonic shaker and a gyrotron shaker. The intensity of UV light was 0.53 mW/cm 2 and the exposure time was about 30 hours. The molecular weight of prepolymers increases through the poly-condensation reaction and light initiated polymerization. When the size reaches the threshold, the mutual solubility reduces and the phase separation occurs. At the same time, LC droplets are formed and gradually grow up. Finally, PDLC film is formed. Fig. 3 a shows the polarizing image of the PDLC film at 5 Vrms, which has a minimum scale of 100 μm. The dark areas demonstrate polymer-rich regions where the monomers were undergoing polymerization. Furthermore, the light areas demonstrated LC-rich and LCs molecules. This experiment determined that there were obviously black cross strip patterns ('+') inside the LC droplets, as shown in Fig. 3 a. This is a very interesting phenomenon. The reason for its formation can be explained by an electro-hydrodynamics effect [14] . The features of LC molecules such as electrically, viscosity, elastic, temperature, and electric field frequency all have a relationship with the externally applied voltage. Correspondingly, the phenomenon of ion flow also occurs under the externally applied voltage. At this time, the electrical conductivity of LC molecules has a great relationship with the ion flow. Due to the action of electrolysis, positive and negative ions in the cell produce an uneven spatial distribution of solubility gradient. Every vortex generated under the separation of electric field is perpendicular to the central axis of the direction of the electrode, as shown in Fig. 3 b. The cell is a closed space without any compression. The results of the PDLC can be clearly seen from the polarizing microscope. In micro view, as the electro-hydrodynamics effect happens inside the PDLC film, the alignment of LC molecules is distorted, resulting in different optical properties. The above mentioned theory could be proven by measuring the polarized image. In conclusion, the electro-hydrodynamics effect is a very useful theory to explain LC morphology in the PDLC under the externally applied voltage. Then, some classic, electro-optical features of the proposed Fresnel lens are presented. The difference of the proposed lens as compared to conventional methods exists in the relatively low intensity UV light that is utilized. Generally, the UV-light is relatively strong so that the speed of the formation is relatively fast. However, that leads to a small size of LC droplets. Fig. 4 a shows The image makes it clear that the size of the large LC droplet are about 100 μm, which is significantly larger than droplets produced by other methods. When the externally applied voltage turns on, the electro-hydrodynamics effect occurs in the PDLC. At 8.5 Vrms, black cross strip patterns appear in the PDLC, as shown in Fig. 4 b. The black cross strip patterns are due to the LC molecules that are affected by the externally applied voltage. The director of LC molecules is pulled to a parallel electric field direction and perpendicular to ITO glass substrates. While the applied voltage increases, the measured images become slowly blurred, as shown in Fig. 4 c and d . This phenomenon can be explained by the above mentioned theory. A major factor contributing to this formation is the vortex caused by the electric field.
Fig. 5. Diffraction efficiency of the proposed Fresnel lens under different applied voltages
The experimental set up, as shown in Fig. 2 , is utilized in order to measure the other optical features of the proposed Fresnel lens. The sample is set at 6 mm away from the CCD. For a binary-phase Fresnel lens, the primary focal length is ƒ = r 2 /λ, where ƒ is the primary focal length, r is the innermost radius and λ is the incident light wavelength. The primary focal length was computed to be 6.32 mm for the incident He-Ne laser. Based on the theory of Fresnel lens, it has many focal lengths, such as ƒ, ƒ/3, ƒ/5… [15, 16] . However, because of the focusing effect, the primary focal length has the greatest energy. The diffraction efficiency of those focal lengths is En = sinc 2 (n/2), where n =  1,  3,  5, …, and En is the diffraction efficiency of the Fresnel lens [15, 16] . Thus, the theoretical value of the diffraction efficiency is about 41 %. However, the measured value of the diffraction efficiency is below 41 %, as shown in Fig. 5 . At 0 V, there has already been a Fresnel lens because phase separation is completed even without externally applied voltage. That is due to the fact that the even zones are opaque, which causes a loss of parts of the incident light energy. As it is known, the Fresnel lens is made up of LCs and polymers, while the majority are LCs. Thus, the Fresnel lens is an electrically tunable device. With the use of the experimental setup in Fig. 2 , the focal length of the proposed Fresnel lens could be evaluated. The two dimensional image of the focusing state under different externally applied voltages could be acquired with a beam profiling camera from Dataray Inc., WinCamD UCD12. From the measured images in Fig. 6 , the focusing states are clearly presented. At different external applied voltages, the focusing states are slightly different. That proves that the proposed Fresnel lens could be tunable by the externally applied voltage.
Finally, if the PDLC film have the same components, the response time of the proposed Fresnel lens under different intensities UV-light can be estimated, as shown in The response time could decrease at the low intensity UV-light condition (chosen 0.53 mW/cm 2 for 30 hours) compared to the high intensity UV-light condition (chosen 2.5 mW/cm 2 for 15 hours). The range of decrease about on is from 18.0 ms to 1.5 ms. On the other hand, the range of decrease about off is from 14.2 ms to 10.5 ms. The response time (on + off) is from 32.2 ms to 12.0 ms. The specific reason is that the larger LC droplets can be acquired under the relatively low intensity condition. Therefore, the response time of the LC device obviously improved when the other conditions were the same. In conclusion, larger LC droplets could get under the condition of a low intensity UV-light. The Fresnel lens under the condition of a low intensity UV-light has a relatively fast response time compared to a high intensity UV-light condition. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a new type Fresnel lens with a PDLC film, which is fabricated by a relatively low intensity UV-light. When the PDLC is utilized in fabricating the lens, the result is a new kind of Fresnel lens with a simple, efficient fabrication workflow. The simplicity and cost efficiency of the proposed method sets it apart from other conventional methods. The relatively low intensity UV-light is very helpful for improving its response time and applied voltage. The special phenomenon formed in the PDLC, black cross strip patterns, could be very well explained based on the electrohydrodynamics effect. The major factor of forming larger LC droplets is discussed and analyzed. And related experiments about the electro-optical features of the proposed Fresnel lens based on PDLC are presented in this work. The proposed method has great potential in developing high-performance Fresnel lenses. However, the binary-phase Fresnel lens has relatively low diffraction efficiency only above 31.1 % and below 41 %, which leaves room for further improvement.
